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PRECURSOr
I) ISSUE:
1. Recommendations relating to the B.C.
Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit

II) RECOMMENDATIONS:
2. Increase the BC interactive digital media tax credit
(BCIDMTC) investment from 17.5% To 25% in all
regions.
3. Create a regional diversification incentive by
increasing the BCIDMTC in rural and northern
regions by an additional 10%.

lll) ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE
INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA
INDUSTRY (IDM):
The Interactive Digital Media (‘IDM’) sector now generates more global revenue than both the movie industry
and the music industry. There were over 2.2 billion
‘gamers’ across the globe generating over $108 billion
in game revenues in 2017.

A successful IDM company employs large numbers of
professionals working in cutting- edge technologies
such as Artificial Intelligence (‘AI’), Augmented/Virtual/
Mixed Reality (‘AR/VR/MR’), Cloud Computing, Network
Engineering, Digital Security. It employs engineers,
artists, designers, producers, business analysts,
marketers, community managers, customer support
staff and the full gamut of general administrative
support personnel as well. An IDM company provides
robust, ongoing economic value to the jurisdiction in
which it is located.
Furthermore, the impact of the IDM sector is reverberating across all industry sectors. As every industry is
being revolutionized through technology, the cuttingedge skills and capabilities of talent developed in the
IDM sector is rippling down throughout the entire
economy. Leveraging technology to create entertainment is an incredibly difficult process and requires
world-class leadership and talent. The boost that the
entire economy gets from the skills, training and
development that the IDM workforce acquires should
not be underestimated. The ripple effect across all
sectors is accelerating, as IDM companies contract with
traditional industries, or talent leaves the IDM sector to
apply their pioneering innovation skills to other sectors.
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This infographic displays the movement pioneering
technology from the IDM sector into Industry. In the
center circle are some of the Interactive Digital Media
companies in BC. Flowing out from these (and other)
companies are examples of companies who utilize
pioneering technologies from the IDM sector. The third
circle shows a sampling of companies who are either
employing talent from the IDM sector or were founded
by IDM experts applying their craft to more traditional
industries such as health care, fisheries, mining and
financial services.
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Economic Effect of
IDM into Industry
Continued

In November 2017 DigiBC presented to the B.C.
Government a report detailing why the impact to the
Provincial economy is so profound. The benefits of IDM
to B.C. are as consistent in 2018 as they were in 2017.
We attach our 2017 report and its economic impact
study to this summary document. We note the five key
benefits for a thriving IDM sector are, namely:

As DigiBC derived from the economic modelling
included in our 2017 report (submitted), we believe
an increase of 7.5% increase to 25% for the BCIDMTC
would have the following impacts through 2022:

1. IDM contributes significant economic value.
• The estimated BC GDP generated in 2017 from
the Interactive Digital Media industry was $1.08Bn.

2. Indirect and induced employment growth of over
5,000 jobs - bringing the total to over 9,000 jobs

2. IDM provides significant well-paid, permanent
employment opportunities across a uniquely broad
spectrum of roles spanning both creative arts and
technology.
3. IDM companies fuel a broader technology and
innovative ecosystem.
4. IDM is appealing to youth and inspires young
people to pursue digital media careers.

1. Direct employment growth of over 10,000 jobs bringing the total sector to over 17,000 jobs

3. Investment by the BC taxpayer of approximately
$594 million from 2019 through 2022
4. Returns of tax revenues of $634 million generated
from 2019 through 2022
Overall, the increase for the BCIDMTC would create a
net tax surplus of $40 million and going forward would
be an annual net economic tax generator of approximately $13 million and growing.

5. IDM clusters are located throughout the Province.
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COMPETITIVE
LANDSCAPE
Between 2008 and 2016, in terms of full-time employment (‘FTE’), Quebec and Ontario’s IDM sectors grew
by over 90% while B.C. saw a decline of around 2%. [1]

Provincial governments across Canada recognize the
benefits to local economies of investment in the IDM
sector. There are various incentives in place, the most
significant of which are provincial tax credits. The aim
of IDM tax credits is to economically stimulate relevant
companies and attract investment capital, thereby
increasing industry investment, leading to growth and
accelerated employment.

BC had approximately 6,550 FTE jobs as measured at
the end of 2016 in its IDM sector compared with over
10,000 in Quebec. Quebec, in particular, continues to
attract investor capital, which otherwise may have been
invested in BC. Where a material part of this industry
growth is fueled by funds from outside Canada, it is
clear the impact of the provincial tax credits plays a
major role.[2]

BC has lost its once dominant position in the Canadian
IDM industry over the last eight years due to fierce
competition from other jurisdictions. These jurisdictions
understand a strong IDM sector is a vital foundation for
a broader technology and innovation ecosystem in the
region and have invested accordingly. Our economic
impact model clearly supports this view.

Comparative IDMTC
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COMPETITIVE
LANDSCAPE
Continued

On March 15, 2018 Alberta announced the Growth and
Diversification Act. The Act creates an Alberta Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit at 25%, with an extra 5%
refund for payroll costs of underrepresented workers,
including women, indigenous people and people with
disabilities. This is a direct threat to BC creative technology jobs. Recent stories include:
1. City of Calgary meeting BC creative technology
companies with incentives of free commercial rent,
interest free loans and a 25-30% credit attempting to
woo our sector away from BC.
2. Improbable, a leading-edge company that
focusses on large-scale simulations in the cloud,
enabling virtual worlds of unprecedented scale and
complexity, choosing to set up its North American
headquarters in Edmonton. Improbable specifically
cited Bill 2, which provided the 25% tax credit for
salaries and wages, as part of the driver for choosing
Alberta. (Edmonton Journal)

In direct contrast, BC’s tax credit is currently the lowest
in the country, making us particularly vulnerable to this
foray from Alberta.
Unlike most other sectors driving the BC economy, the
IDM industry is highly mobile. Companies are sought
after by governments in other provinces and other
countries, who recognize the barriers to entry for IDM
companies are strikingly low but economic impact is
high. As a result, investments through tax credits bring
real returns in provincial GDP growth.
Jurisdictions attempt to lure away employers and
new investors through offering significant incentives.
Ensuring BC retains a competitive business environment is paramount, both for continued growth of the
sector, and to simply retain over future decades what
we have created.
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REGIONAL
DIVERSIFICATION
BENEFITS

Regional Diversification has long been a policy challenge. Accelerating
the growth of the IDM sector beyond Vancouver and Victoria provides
a number of policy benefits, including:
a) Reduced pressure on urban housing markets
b) Move traffic out of downtown cores
c) Challenges rural decline
d) The growth of technological skill sets in the IDM has ripple effects
into all other industries, including primary industries such as
forestry and mining.
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conclusion
To further support sustained growth and greater
diversification of the IDM sector as the foundation for
the province’s broader technology and innovation
strategy we, recommend that the government increase
the IDMTC to 25% and include a 10% Regional Diversity
incentive in the February 2019 budget.
Alberta is engaged in a 2018 strategy to attract BC
talent to their province to build their tech sector by
3000 jobs. Increasing our IDMTC will counter this
strategy and allow for continued growth of this pivotal
sector in BC.
Regional Diversification in the tech sector creates
opportunity in regions that relay on shrinking
traditional economies and reduces pressure on the
Vancouver and Victoria housing markets.
DigiBC’s education initiatives, in partnership with the
Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Tourism Arts
and Culture, also support regionalized workforce development to fill the jobs we will create with local talent.

If BC is to continue its climb up the chart of global
leadership in innovation, more needs to be done to
protect the resource that drives that innovation —
namely a healthy video game sector and all that stems
from it.
As DigiBC noted in our economic assessment in 2017
(submitted), we believe an increase of 7.5% to raise
the BCIDMTC to 25% for the BCIDMTC would not only
increase total employment growth of over 15,000 new
jobs but would generate a net surplus from 2019 to
2022 of $40M and an annual net economic tax generator of approximately $13 Million and growing going
forward.
The fourth Industrial Revolution is here. The pioneering
technology created in the IDM sector nt only benefits
the creative industries but will continue to have
broader impact in all industries. For BC to retain and
enhance our global standing in technology, we need a
vibrant IDM sector. The recommendations in this paper,
if adopted, will support BC in establishing a dominant
position globally across our entire IDM sector and will
fuel a broader technology and innovation ecosystem.
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notes

[1] per data based on SECOR and HAL reports and Nordicity/ESAC Video Game Industry Reports
for 2013, 2015 and 2017 respectively.
[2] Alberta: 25% with an additional 5% for underrepresented people
Saskatchewan: Manufacturing and Processing Exporter Tax Incentive (includes digital products),
Film Employment Tax Credit (includes multimedia productions at 45% not to exceed 50% of
total production costs.
Manitoba: MIDMTC 35-40% not to exceed $500,000
Nunavut: Spend Incentive Rebate at 27%
Ontario: 35-40%
Quebec: Production of Multimedia Titles tax credit 30-37%
New Brunswick: Digital Media Development Program 30% not to exceed $500,000
PEI: Video Games Labour Rebate 40%
Nova Scotia: In formula, the basic tax credit is the lessor of
(a) 50% * (Eligible NS labour expenditure – Total value of assistance received)
(b) 25% * (Eligible NS labour expenditure +Eligible overhead expenditure) +(65%*Eligible
remuneration)-2*Total value of assistance received
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